8
COORDINATION AND SUBORDINATION

Up to this point I have been discussing words, phrases,
and simple sentences, but have avoided mentioning more complex
syntactic constructions.

This chapter is about sentences

composed of more than one clause.

Section 8.1 is on the

coordination of clauses and phrases, and section 8.2 on the
subordination of one clause to another.
8.1

COORDINATION

Coordination is the connection or conjoining of two or
more grammatical elements of the same type in order to form a
larger constituent of the same kind.
For example, two or more
sentences may be conjoined to form a larger sentence;
similarly, noun phrases may be conjoined, forming larger noun
phrases, and verb phrases may be connected to form larger verb
phrases.
conjoined.

Normally, constituents of different kinds are not
Coordination may take place without any

conjunctions (8.1.1), or it may be overtly marked by
coordinating conjunctions (see 8.1.2).
8.1.1

Parataxis (Asyndetic Coordination)

conjoining constituents without the use of coordinating
conjunctions is called parataxis or, sometimes, asyndetic
coordination.

It is typical in Tumpisa Shoshone when whole

sentences or clauses are conjoined (e.g., 1-10).
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(1)

Nuu isapaippua punikkappuhantu, nu kammuttsia
I

coyote-o

saw

I

jackrabbit-O

punikkappuhantu.
saw
'I saw a coyote,

(2)

(and) I saw a jackrabbit.'

Nuu nUkkwintum pa'a mi'appuhantu,
I

train

on

went

nu yutsutum pa'a mi'appuhantu.
I

plane

on

went

'I have ridden on a train,

(and) I have ridden

on a plane.'
(3)

ningwunnu,
tammu hupiatuki,
Tammu
we(inc) talk(pl) (dur) we
sing
tammu piiya hipitu'ih, tammu neeyangwitu'ih.
we

beer

drink-will we

play handgame-will

'We are talking, we are singing, we'll drink beer,
(and) we'll play handgame.'
(4)

Nuu nu summo'a tsakkwayuppaitu'ih, nu
I

my clothes take off(pl)-will

I

wummanniyuntu'ih.
be naked-will
'I'll take off my clothes,

(and) I'll be naked.'
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(5)

Tangummu nu tsitoohippuhantu, nuu supe'e hapikku.
man
me pushed
'The man pushed me,

(6 )
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I

then
(and) then I fell. ,

fell

Nuu muiyaitaippuhantu, nu keehinna
I

got drunk-cmplt

I

nothing-O

sumpanaippuhantu.
knew
'I got completely drunk,

(and) I didn't know

anything. '
(7)

Setu kuttaappuh muiyaippuh, setu uppuitaippuh.
this asleep-cmplt
this really
drunk
'This one's really drunk; he's completely asleep.'

(8)

Nu sekka

ukwikka, tsao kwannakkinna.

I this-O smell
'I smelled this,
(9)

Puesu

good smell
(and) it smells good.'

sape'esu

nummu

pungkupaimmippuhantu,

long ago that time we(exc) horse-have-used to
nummu

putisih pungkupaimmippuhantu.

we(exc) donkey

pet-have-used to

'Long ago at that time we used to have horses,
(and) we used to have donkeys. '
(10)

"Noo

mi'a antappu,

should go

noo

mi'a, kee kahni ka

else(where) should go

katukkantu!" mii u
yuingkunna.
stay
quot him tell

not house at
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'"You should go elsewhere, you should go,

(and)

don't stay around the house!" he told him.'
Despite the fact that there are no coordinating
conjunctions connecting them, clauses which are conjoined
paratactically are easily distinguished from a series of
sentences.

When sentences occur in a string (unconjoined),

the end of each one is marked by falling intonation and
usually a short pause of about a second, or even longer if
there is a change of topic.

Intonation remains even on

conjoined clauses until the end of the last conjunct, and
little or no pause occurs between the coordinated clauses. 1
In statements like those in 1-10, asyndetic coordination
has essentially the same semantic function as the English
conjunction 'and'.

However, in questions composed of clauses

coordinated asyndetically, alternatives are implied, much like
clauses connected with exclusive 'or' in English.
(11)

ummi ha petu
your Q

sutu, punnahapi asu

daughter that

'Is she your daughter,

wife's

petu?

that is daughter

(or) is it that she's your

wife's daughter?'
(12)

Sammatu

ha yuwaintu, uitsu'intu

that particular Q

be warm

be cold

kee yuwaintu?
not be warm
'Is that particular one warm, or is he cold,
not warm?'
The coordination of verbs, stative predicates, and whole
verb phrases is almost exclusively accomplished by means of
parataxis.

For example, in 13-22, verb phrases of varying

complexity are coordinated:

in 13 a predicate adjective and a
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stative verb, in 14 a predicate noun phrase and a predicate
adjective, in 15-16 two verbs, in 17 three object
incorporating verbs, and in l8-22 a number of other kinds of
more complex verb phrases.
(13)

Nuu tamminoippuh utuinna.
I

(14)

tired

'I'm tired and hot . '

be hot

Satu tutsupputu numu
that bad

tuuppuppuh.

Indian cruel

'That one's a bad Indian and cruel (too).'
(15)

Nu hipikkammanna hapinnummi.
I drink-be sick lie-around
'I have a hangover and am lying around.'

(16)

Nuu nummikkinuwippuhantu puninnuwippuhantu.
I

walked-moving

saw-moving

'I walked around and looked around.'

(17)

Nuu kapaayupa'e isapungkupa'e nattu pungkupa'e.
I

horse-have

dog-have

cat

pet-have

'I have horse, have a dog, and have a cat.'
(18)

Tsao nasungkwa'atu petsunna.
good feel

yell

'He's feeling good and yelling.'
(19)

Noowitsa

noong

katu u

hopefully awhile sit

pantu nangkawih.

it about talk

'Hopefully, he'll sit awhile and talk about it.'
(20)

Tangummu kunnanna

tokkopiinna u

wukkatungkunna.

man
firewood-O chop(pl)
it stack
'The man is chopping firewood and stacking it.'
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(21)

Nummu

supe'e

tupanna

hannitu

sakkuhontu,

we(exc) that time pinenut-O gather-hab thereabouts
tupanna

tukkatu tupanna

nomo'enna.

pinenut-o eat-hab pinenut-o pick
'We used to gather pinenuts thereabouts, used to
eat pinenuts and pick pinenuts. '
(22)

Nummu
sukkwa tukkatu, u tusukkwantu, tUkkatu.
we(exc) that-O eat-hab it smash-hab
eat-hab
'We used to eat that, smash (it) and eat it.'

occasionally, noun phrases are also coordinated
paratactically, as 'Tony and John' in 23, the birds in 24, and
'this one and her uncle' in 25. More typically, however, noun
phrases are conjoined with conjunctions (see 8.1.2).
(23)

Toni Tsanu nummi

taanoo'ippuhantu.

Tony John us(exc) visit-go around
'Tony and John came around, visiting us.'
(24)

Sumusu mia'ommu atu himpu antsaapanappuh, atu
all
go-pi
that some flicker
that
kaakki, tukopoyo'ittsi; sumusu kasattsikantu
crow

kingbird

all

bird

mia'ommu.
go-pi
'Everyone went, that flicker, that crow, and
kingbird; all the birds went. '
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Hipittsittsi utu mi'a taamiammaa u
kammannuha
old lady
that go
visit-go
her was sick-sub
okkwah, u
when

kappinnangkwa katu ukkwah sutungku

it outside

sit

when

those two

kee teewingkunna etu un natapu.
this her uncle
not tell
'An old lady went and visited her [= girl] when she
[=

girl] was sick, and when she [= old lady] was

sitting outside, those two, this one [= girl] and
her uncle, wouldn't tell her [= old lady] about
it. '
Even interrogatives may be coordinated without
conjunctions, as in 26.
(26)

Himpe hakapayuntu'ih?
when be where-will
'When and where would it be?'
8.1.2

Syndetic Coordination

Syndetic coordination is the joining of two or more
constituents of the same kind with coordinating conjunctions.
The coordinating conjunctions that I have recorded are listed
below.

The kinds of constituents conjoined by each

conjunction are indicated to the right of their translations.
COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS
ma'e
ma'i
n (
ma 'e)
::::
tunga
tungwa

'and, with'
NPs
'and'
NPs
'and, but, also, either' clauses, NPs

tunga ... ma'e

'and'

~

...

NPs
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sunaasu

'and also'

VPs

wihnu

, (and/so) then I

clauses,
discourse

Ma'e

(~

mali) is the comitative postposition as well as a

conjunction (see section 5.3).

These two closely related

functions and meanings are not always separable (e.g., 27 and
28).

However, semantics and discourse context often make

clear which interpretaion is most likely.

For example, in 29

and 30 the comitative interpretation is highly unlikely, if
not impossible, and in 31 it is precluded altogether.

As far

as I know, ma'e is only used with noun phrases.
(27)

Nuu tangummu ma'e
I

and/with

man

wasuwukkikwantu'ih.
hunt-going to

'The man and I are going to hunt. '
'I'm going to hunt with the man.'
(28 )

Nuu wa'ippu ma'e

mi'akoppuhantu.

woman
I
and/with went around
'The woman and I went around. ,
= , I went around with the woman. ,
(29)

Nuu muattsia punikkappuhantu tatsiumpim ma'e.
moon-Q
saw
I
star
and
'I could see the moon and stars.'

(30)

Nummu

tuhuya yukwikwantu'ih wasuppim

we(exc) deer

get-going to

ma'e.

mt. sheep and

'We're going to get deer and mountain sheep.'
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Nummu
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sapettu namiangkutaippuhantu,
were sent

we(exc) there

wahattu niam puanumu ma'e nu namiangkuppuhantu
two

cousins and

my

I

were sent

sapettu natiingwakkatu.
there

school-to

'We were sent there, my two cousins and I were sent
there to school.'
The conjunction n has been borrowed from the short form
of English 'and'; it is used to conjoin noun phrases, as in
32-34.

Sometimes n is used along with ma'e (e.g., 34); in

this regard, nand ma'e surround the conjunct noun phrase.
(32)

Antsi n

Tepi

taona ka mi'akwa.

Angie and Debbie town

to went

'Angie and Debbie went to town. '
(33)

Aputtu, Tseekki, n
Albert

Jake

Noitu wainniha hipimminna.

and Lloyd wine-O

drink-hab

'Albert, Jake, and Lloyd always drink wine. '
(34)

Antsi n

Tepi

ma'i miakoppuhantu.

Angie and Debbie with went around
'Angie and Debbie went around.'
Perhaps the most commonly used coordinating conjunction
is tunga. It conjoins either whole clauses, as in 35-39, or
noun phrases, as in 40-45.

Although the more usual meanings

of tunga are 'and' or 'also', it may also mean 'but', given a
contrastive context like that in 37.
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(35)

Nuu isapaippua punikkappuhantu tunga
coyote-o

I

kammuttsia

and

saw

punikkappuhantu nuu.

jackrabbit-O saw

I

'I saw a coyote, and I saw a jackrabbit.'

(36)

Nuu nuetunna nangkahappuhantu tunga umatunna
wind-O

I

heard

and

rain-o

nangkahappuhantu uppuihantukwa.
sleep-stv-sub

heard

'I heard the wind, and I heard the rain when I was

sleeping. '
(37)

Kee sumpanaitsimmaa sammatu
not knew

tunga

that particular one but

mi'akwantu'ippuhantu nangkatu Palinna ma'i.
go-fut-past

hear-sub Pauline with

'That particular one didn't know, but she could
have gone with Pauline if she had heard. '
(38)

Etu

utummin pia

this their
tunga u
and

u

punikka supe

it see

punikka setu, sumuttu naipi

mother it see
epa

this
ke

one

girl

tamangkantu ekkih.

there here not tooth-have

here

'This one, their mother, saw it, and one girl saw
it that he didn't have a tooth here.'
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(39)

Ke

tamangkantu u

not tooth-have

punikka setu, u

it see

this

punikka

it see

tunga satu.
and

that

'This one saw that he didn't have a tooth, and that
one also saw it.'
Sentences 38 and 39 are taken from the "Coyote's
Daughters" story in chapter 10.
that tunga doesn't

They both illustrate the fact

necessarily have to occur exactly between

the clauses it conjoins.

In 38 it appears after the subject

of the second clause, and in 39 it appears after the object
and verb of the second clause, but before the subject.
The sentences in 40-42, containing conjoined noun
phrases, also illustrate some facts about tunga and word
order.

When joining two noun phrases, tunga may appear either

before or after the second one.

For example, in 40 tunga

appears before the second noun phrase, while in 4l i t appears
after the second one.

When there are more than two conjuncts,
as in 42, tunga usually appears between each of thern. 2
(40)

Nuu isapaippua punikkappuhantu tunga kammuttsi(a) .
I

coyote-o

saw

and

jackrabbit (-0)

'I saw a coyote and a jackrabbit.'
(41)

Sutu tuhuya kuttippuhantu paharnittsi(a) tunga.
that deer

shot

bear(-O)

'He shot a deer and a bear.'
(42)

Aputtu tunga Noitu tunga Tseekki suturnrnu
Albert and

Lloyd and

wainniha hipimminna.
wine-O

drink-hab

Jake

those

and
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'Albert and Lloyd and Jake, they always drink
wine. '
When object noun phrases are conjoined, the second
conjunct normally follows the verb, as in 40-41 and 43-45,
probably because of the nature of conjunction reduction.
conjoined object constructions seem to be formed by reducing
whole conjoined clauses directly.

For example, 40 is a

reduced form of 35, and 45 is a reduced version of 36.
second verb phrase is omitted in each case.

The

The object

conjuncts after the verb need not be in the objective case,
however, as the case markers in parentheses in 40-41 indicate.
When tunga is used to coordinate noun phrases, it is
often paired with ma'e.

As seen in 43-45, tunga and ma'e

surround the last noun phrase conjunct.
(43)

Nummu

tuhuya yukwikwantu'ih tunga wasuppim
get-going to

we(exc) deer

and

ma'e.

mt. sheep with

'We're going to get deer and mountain sheep. '
(44)

Nuu muattsia punikkappuhantu tunga tatsiumpim ma'e.
I

moon-O

saw

and

star

with

'I could see the moon and stars.'
(45)

Nuu nuetunna nangkahappuhantu tunga umatum ma'e
I

heard

wind-O

and

rain

with

uppuihantukwa.
sleep-stv-sub
'I heard the wind and rain when I was sleeping.'

The only coordinating conjunction used to join verb
phrases is sunaasu.

As noted above (8.1), typically verbs and

verb phrases are coordinated without the use of conjunctions.
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Tupitsi yuhukantu sutu piantu sunaasu
really

fat

that big

tu'uppuh.

and also mean

'He's really fat, big and also mean. '
(47)

Sutu pasampu tuhuttsi numuakantu sunaasu
that skinny

little

body-have

and also

kee ookantu.
not strong [= weak]
'He's skinny, has a little body, and is also weak.'
The conjuncts of the coordinated construction need not be
adjacent to each other.

For example, in 46 the subject sutu

intervenes between one of the coordinated verb phrases and the
other two.
Although wihnu '(andjso) then' is normally used to
connect ideas in discourse, not syntactic constituents per se,
a number of examples have been recorded where it seems that
wihnu is used as a clausal conjunction, as in 48-49.
(48)

Tangummu tuhuya pakkappuhantu, sutu wihnu
man

deer

killed

that then

tiyaihwappuhantu.
died
'The man killed the deer, so then it died.'
(49)

Sope

katumminna sutu, wihnu u

there stay

that

then

ma'i uppuihantu.

him with sleep

'There she stayed, and then she slept with him.
For examples of wihnu in its more normal function as a
discourse connective, and for examples of other discourse

I
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connectives like

~

'therefore, after all', see the texts in

chapter 10.
8.2

SUBORDINATION

Subordination is the embedding of one sentence (or
clause) in another, larger one, usually called the
superordinate sentence (or clause).

If the superordinate

clause itself is not further embedded in a still larger one,
then it is called the main clause.

Subordinate (= embedded)

clauses may function in a variety of ways:
adverbials in adverbial clauses (see 8.2.1)

they may serve as
~

they may modify

nouns in relative or adjectival clauses (see 8.2.2), and they
may function in much the same way as noun phrases in
complement clauses (see 8.2.3).
Like most other uto-Aztecan languages, Tlimpisa Shoshone
distinguishes between subordinate clauses with identical
(subject) reference and those with switch (subject) reference.
In identical reference, the sUbject of the subordinate clause
is the same as the subject of the superordinate clause; or, in
the case of relative clauses, the subject of the relative
clause is the same as the referent of the noun phrase in the
superordinate clause being modified by the relative clause.
The subject does not overtly appear in the subordinate clause,
since it is coreferential with the subject or modified noun
phrase of the superordinate clause. 3
In switch reference, the subject of the subordinate
clause is not the same as the subject or modified noun phrase
of the superordinate clause (although in some cases the two
may partially overlap in reference), so the subject overtly
appears in the subordinate clause, but with special marking.
Subjects of switch reference clauses are not in the sUbjective
case; rather, they are in either the objective or possessive
case.

Compare the examples in 50-51:

the sentences in 50a

and 5la contain subordinate clauses with identical reference,
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while the sentences in 50b and 51b contain subordinate clauses
with switch reference. 4
(50) a.

Noohakatu nia toppaippuhantu [hipittaisu).
somebody

me

knocked around

be drunk-sub

'Somebody knocked me around, while (he was)
drunk. '
b.

Noohakatu nia toppaippuhantu [nia hipittaiha].
somebody

me

knocked around

me

be drunk-sub

'Somebody knocked me around when I was drunk.'
(51) a.

Nuu kapaayu punikkappuhantu [tukkakatutu
I

horse

saw

eat-sit-sub

ukkwah].
when
'I saw the horse when (I was) sitting eating.'
b.

Nuu kapaayu punikkappuhantu [u
I

horse

saw

tukkaku].

it-o eat-sub

'I saw the horse (when it was) eating.'

The subordinate clauses in 50a and 51a contain no overt
subjects, since they are the same as the subjects of the main
clause in each case.

In 50a the subject of the subordinate

clause is understood to be coreferential with noohakatu, and
in 51a the subject of the subordinate clause is understood to
be coreferential with nuu.

The subordinate clauses in 50b and

51b have overt subjects, nia in 50b and II in 51b, but they are
in the objective case.
Subordination is typically marked with suffixes on the
verb of the subordinate clause (e.g., -su in 50a, -ha in 50b,
-tu in 51a, and -ku in 51b), and only rarely with
subordinating conjunctions or complementizers.

The set of
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subordinating suffixes is given below.

Most of the suffixes

are normally used only in identical reference or switch
reference clauses, but not in both.

which kind of clause each

suffix occurs in is indicated in the li5t.

A few have

different kinds of subject reference in different kinds of
subordinate clauses.

with switch reference markers, the case

of the subordinate clause subject is indicated.
SUBORDINATING VERB SUFFIXES
-ka

-kka

~

~

-ha

temporal 'when, after'

(switch ref, subj in obj or poss case)
-ku

contemporative 'when, while'
(switch ref, subj in obj case)

-kwa

temporal 'when, after'
(switch ref, subj in obj case)

-mmi

intentional
(identical and switch ref)

-nna infinitive
(switch ref in relative clauses with subj in poss
case; identical ref in others)
-ppuh

past participle
(switch ref, subj in poss case)
~

-sin

tsin

sequential

(identical ref)
-su

~

-tsu

resultive 'as a result of, from'

(identical ref)
-tun

present participle
(switch reference in complement clauses with subj in
obj case; identical ref in others)

-tukwa

conditional 'if' and temporal 'when'

(identical ref)
Usually, subordinating suffixes are used in lieu of the final
suffixes (3.1.1), but occasionally they follow them.

In some

cases the subordinating suffixes are identical with final
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suffixes (e.g., -nna, -QQYh, -tun), but as subordinators their
meanings may differ somewhat, and of course their functions
are di!!erent.

In general, subordinate verbs display less

suffixation with aspect, tense, mode, and adverbial suffixes
than do main verbs (see sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.3).
8.2.1

Adverbial Clauses

Several of the suffixes above are used in time adverbial
clauses.

Both of the switch reference suffixes -ka

(~

-kka

~

-ha) and -kwa mark clauses in which the activity of the
subordinate clause begins before that of the superordinate
clause, although it may continue on and be simultaneous with
the superordinate activity.

How the two suffixes differ in

meaning or function is not clear.

Compare the examples in 52

and 53, which have subordinate clauses in -ka

~

-ha, with

those in 54-57, which have subordinate clauses in -kwa.
Examples 25 and 50b also have clauses with -ha
(52)

Nummu

[tatsa

we(exc)

(~

-ka).

n a akkih a ] nummu supe toya

summer get-sub

we

there mountain

mantu mi'a.
to

go

'When [= after] it gets summer, we go there to the
mountains. '
(53)

Sukkwa tuttsuppuh suwangkunna
that-O bad

[tsuattamappua

feel [= dislike] cop-O

pittuhungka] wihnu.
arrive-sub

then

'She didn't like that when the cop came, then.'
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(54)

Nuu satuhi

nangkaha [hupiatukikwa].

I
those(dl)-O hear-stv sing-sub
'I hear those two singing.'
(55)

Nuu tuhuyanna u

pakkappuhantu [u

tukkawunukwa].

I
deer-O
it killed
it eat-stand-sub
'I killed the deer as it was standing eating.'
(56)

Tangummu tuhuya kuttih [u

nukwikwa] .

deer
shoot
it-o run-sub
man
'The man shot the deer as it was running.'
(57)

Hipittsittsi summi yukkwi, "[Utummi pitukkangkwa]
old lady
thus say(dur)
those-O arrive-sub
pue

tammin tupanna

already our

nayaatu' ippuh."

pinenut-o be taken-will-perf

'The old lady says, "After they arrive, our
pinenuts will already have been taken.'"
The switch reference suffix -ku marks time clauses in
which the activity is simultaneous with that of the main verb.
Frequently, time clauses in -ku are also marked with ukkwah
'when' (e.g., 60), apparently the only subordinating
conjunction. Ukkwah is also used in main clauses, but it
means 'then' rather than 'when' (see texts in chapter 10).
(58)

[Umaku]

tammu

kahni kuppa weekikkwantu'ih.

rain-sub we(inc) house in

enter(pl)-going to

'When it rains, we're going to go in the house. '
(59)

Puhakantun puuhawinna [ung
kammaku] .
shaman
cure
you-O be sick-sub
'The shaman cures you when you're sick.'
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petsingkunna umatunna u

petsingkunna sukkwa

it holler at

rain-O

it holler at

[nummi

ukkwah),

[utuingku

miaku

us(exc) go-sub when

that-O
ukkwah).

be hot-sub when

'He hollered at the rain, he hollered at it when
we were going, when it was hot.'
(61)

Wa'ippua ukkwa
woman-O
utu

hakapangkuh sampe kwuummaa

that-O somewhere

caught

nuwiku
[hakamaanna u
that someplace her wander-sub

pahamittsi utu

that bear

toy a
mal nootunga.
mountain on maybe
'A bear caught a woman somewhere, maybe when
she was wandering in the mountains someplace.'
As the examples in 52-61 illustrate, time clauses may be
embedded at the beginning (e.g., 57 and 58) or end (e.g.,
54-56 and 59-61) of the superordinate clause, or even in the
middle (e.g., 52 and 53).

This freedom of position is typical

of adverbial clauses in general.
The identical reference suffix -sin

~

-tsin marks

subordinate clauses whose activity happens in sequence before
that of the main clause.

usually some sort of loosely defined

causal relationship between the activities in the two clauses
is implied.
(62)

Uu

upenisu tsao naakkwappuhantu [nanattusu'uwasi].

you quickly well became

self-medicate-sub

'You got well quickly after medicating yourself.'
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(63)

Kapaayu himping
ko'inna [tokowai ti'iwahwatsi].
horse
backwards go back snake-O be afraid of-sub
'The horse backed up, as it was afraid of a snake.'

(64)

Nuu [ohipitta kwuusi]
I

cold-O

ohiinna.

catch-sub cough

'I cough when [after] I catch a cold.'
(65)

[Tutsuppuh u
bad

nangkasuwangkunnusi]

it hear-feel about-sub

[= dislike]

setu wihnu yakaimmaa.
this then

cried

'She then cried, as she didn't like hearing it.'
The present participle suffix -tun forms time
(participial) clauses with identical reference whose
activities normally begin prior to the activity of the main
clause and then overlap with it. Identical reference time
clauses formed with -tun seem to carry much the same meaning
and perform the same function as switch reference clauses
formed with -ka
69 and 71.
(66)

(~

-kka

Nuu [toyapim
I

~

-ha).

Examine the sentences in 66

rna nuwitu] tunaa notoppahe.

mountain on roaming down

climb

'Walking around on the mountain, I climbed down.'
(67)

pakkatai satummu [u
kimmangkuntu].
him killed
those
him chasing

U

'They killed him while chasing him. '
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namiangkutaippiihantu eke nangkawitu
not speaking
we(exc) there were sent
Nummu

sape

ukkwah] ,
when

(kee mitukkaannnangkawitu ukkwah) .
not English-speaking

when

'We were sent there not speaking, not speaking
English. '
(69)

Isapaippu [pange miatu u
coyote

up

tu]

tiyaitaihwappuh,

going it through died

kee paappuhpa'e takuttiyaitaihwa (petsummiatu).
not water-have thirst-died
hollering
'Going up through there, Coyote died; he didn't
have any water; he died of thirst, hollering.'
-Tukwa forms identical reference time clauses whose
activities usually begin before those of the superordinate
clause and then overlap with it, much like clauses in -tun.
Time clauses in -tukwa seem to parallel switch reference
clauses formed with -kwa.

Look at the examples in 70-72 (also

in 36 and 45).
(70)

Hupiatukinna setummu [naaiyangwitukwa].
sing

these

play handgame-sub

'They sing when playing handgame. '
(71)

[Naaiyangwitukwa]

nuu nakwaattaippuhantu.

play handgame-sub I

lost

'When I played handgame, I lost.'
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(72)

na'umammippuhantu [miatu ukkwah] , nummu

Nummu

we(exc) were rained on

going when

we

[pungku pa'a miatukwa] , [putisih pa1a miatukwa] •
horse

on

go-sub

donkey

go-sub

on

'We were rained on while going, when we were going
on horses, and when we were going on donkeys.'
Despite the existence of the various subordinating time
adverbial suffixes, a number of time clauses have been
recorded without subordinating suffixes, although they are
marked as time clauses with ukkwah

(~okkwah)

'when'.

For

example, 73a and 73b are variants having the same meaning.
Both contain time clauses with finite or nonsubordinate verbs.
In 73a, even the subject sutu of the time clause is in the
subjective case.

In 74, the subordinate verb does not have a

subordinating suffix or any suffix at all, but its subject
tammi is in the objective case.
(73) a.

Tonia

nuu nasuntama [munangkwa okkwah

Tony-O I

remember

sekkih nuippuhantu

a.

last year when
sutU] .

here

played around that

Tonia

nuu nasuntama [okkwah sekkih

Tony-O I
nuippuhantu

remember

when

here

sekkih munangkwa okkwah].

played around here

last year when

'I remember Tony when he played around here
last year. '
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I
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nukwittaippuhantu [tammi

that way did

hipi

us(inc)

ukkwah].

drink when
'I did that when we were drinking.'
Conditional clauses are closely related to time clauses.
Thus, switch reference conditional clauses are marked with -ka
~

-kka

~

-ha (e.g., 75-76), and identical reference

conditional clauses are marked with -tukwa (e.g., 77-80).
Conditional clauses are not always distinguishable from time
clauses; for example, the subordinate clause in 75 could be
interpreted as either a time clause or a conditional.

Most

cases, however, are made clear by the discourse context or by
the affixation on the superordinate verb.

Spoken in a context

where the speaker had no money, 77 could only be interpreted
as a conditional (but in another context it might have been
interpreted to mean 'When I have money, I am drunk').
Sentences 76, 78, and 79 can only be conditional, since the
superordinate verbs have the dubitative irrealis suffix -hi,
forcing a conditional interpretation of the subordinate
clause.
(75)

[Pinnasu Tonia
again

pittunnuha] tammu

Tony-O arrive-sub

hipittainna.

we(inc) get drunk

'If/when Tony comes again, we'll get drunk.'
(76)

[Memmia

un

tiyoitaiha puu] nuu mi'ahippuh puu!

Mamie-O you-O send-sub

emph I

go-unreal

'If you send Mamie away, I might go!'
(77)

[Ukkwah nuu namokkupa'intukwa] hipittaippuh.
if

I

money-have-sub

drunk

'If I had some money, I'd be drunk.'

emph
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(78)

[Ukkwah nuu etumpa'intukwa] nuu
if

I

gun-have-sub

I

wasuwukkikwahippuh, nuu kee etuppuhpa'e

puu.

hunt-go-unreal-perf I

emph

not gun-have

'If I had a gun, I'd go hunting, but I don't have
a gun. '
(79)

[Nuu pusikwatukwa] nuu naaiyangwihippuh.
I

know-sub

I

play handgame-unreal-perf

'If I knew how, I'd play handgame.'
(80)

[Sosoni

numunangkawitukwa] nuu kee

Shoshone Indian-speak-sub

I

not

sennukwisippuh.
this way-do-neg-perf
'If I could speak Shoshone, I wouldn't be doing
this. '
In 77 and 78, the subordinating conjunction ukkwah, which
is not obligatory, appears at the beginning of the conditional
clauses.

Ukkwah may mean 'if' only when it is at the

beginning of a subordinate clause.

As a marker of time

clauses, it usually occurs at the end of the clause, or at
both the beginning and the end, or rarely at the beginning
(cf. the examples 60, 68, 72, 73, and 74).
Result clauses are formed with the suffix -su
which always displays identical subject reference.

~

-tsu,
Sentences

with result clauses indicate that the activity in the
superordinate clause is a result of the activity in the
subordinate clause (e.g., 81-84 and SOa).
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Nuu tsao nosungkwa'anna [piiya hipikkwasu].
beer

good feel

I

drink-sub

'I feel good from [=a5 a result of] drinking beer.'
(82)

Nuu nu namokkunna watsingkutaimminna [hipittaisu] .
lose-cmplt-hab
get drunk-sub
my money-O
I
, I always lose my money (as a result of) getting
drunk.

(83)

,

Huuppi [tuasutaisu] ka'ahwa.
stick
freeze-sub broke
'The stick broke from [= as a result of] freezing.'

(84)

Nuu [yutsukkisu] wununnummi.
I

get up-sub

stand-moving around

'I got up and am standing around.'
'As a result of getting up, I'm standing around.'
Purpose clauses are also formed with -su (e.g., 85), but
they are more typically formed with infinitives in -nna (e.g.,
86 and 87). Some subordinate clauses marked with sequential
-si
88).

~

-tsi may also be interpreted as purpose clauses (e.g.,
Purpose clauses always have identical subject reference.
(85 )

Nummu

tunga mi'appuhantu tunaa

ti

we(exc) emph also

went

[natutiingwakwasu ape
study-go-sub

down
himpuka] .

there somewhere

'We also went down to study there somewhere.'
(86)

Huuppiammu tukummahanni tupa
women

cook

pinenut

'Women cook pinenuts to eat.'

[tukkanna) .
to eat
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(87)

mali mi'appi.i.hanti.i. [tumaapi.i.atunna).

Nawittsipi u

him with went

girl

'The girl went with him to help.
(88)

Hi.i.i.i.ppiammi.i. toya

to help

mantu mila [tupanna
go

mountain to

women

,

pinenut-o

tso'ikwasi).
pick-sub
'Women go to the mountains to pick pinenuts. '
Adverbial clauses indicating the manner in which
something happens are marked with the present participle
suffix -tun.

These clauses always have identical subject

reference.
(89)

Ni.i.i.i. [pangwi tukkati.i.) pitsangihwa.
I

fish

eating

got stuck in throat

'I got something stuck in my throat eating fish.'
(90)

Nuu [kahni ti.i.nto'etu) pahekkwa.
I

house climbing

fell

'Climbing on the house, I
(91)

Iipuppu naappi.i.hanti.i.
Eva

[u

was [= used to)

lEva used to do like her.
(92)

U

fell off.

wa'i yukwiti.i.).

her like doing
I

naaketu tupoong kahontu [u

her mated

desert

noohimpe enni).
always

this way

in

I

male nuwitu

her with go around
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'He mated her, going around with her always in the
desert this way.
8.2.2

I

Relative (Adjectival) Clauses

Relative clauses modify noun phrases in much the same way
as adjectives modify nouns (so they are also often called
adjectival clauses) .

Characteristically, relative clauses

notionally contain a noun phrase identical with the one they
are modifying in the superordinate sentence.

The identical

noun phrase in the relative clause, however, is always reduced
in some way, either by pronominalization or by complete
omission.

The pronouns which sUbstitute for the noun phrase

repeated in the relative clause are called relative pronouns.
The most common relative pronouns are the obviative (= new
information) demonstratives in their subjective and objective
forms (see section 4.3).5
RELATIVE PRONOUNS

singular

dual

plural

Subjective

Objective

etu

ekka

atu

akka

utu

ukkwa

etungku

etuhi

atungku

atuhi

utungku

utuhi

etummu

etummi

atummu

atummi

utummu

utummi

Verbs in relative clauses are nearly always marked with
one of the following three subordinating suffixes, each of
which has a different meaning and function.
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RELATIVIZING VERB SUFFIXES
-nna

infinitive

(~Obj)

switch reference
present tense or simultaneous with that of main verb
past participle

-ppuh (-ppuha obj)
switch reference

past tense or perfect aspect
-tun

(-tunna

~

-ti obj) present participle

identical reference
present tense or simultaneous with that of main verb
Since relative clauses modify noun phrases, they agree
with them in case and to a certain extent in number.

Case and

number agreement are marked by the form of the relative
pronoun; case agreement is also marked by the form of the
subordinating suffix

(objective forms of the suffixes are

given in parentheses in the list above).

The relative clauses

in 93-101 exemplify identical reference, and those in 102-108
switch reference.

In 93-96 and 102-106, the relativized noun

phrases and the relative clauses modifying them are in the
subjective case, while in 97-99 and 107-108 the relativized
noun phrases and relative clauses modifying them are in the
objective case.
(93)

Wa'ippu nia pusikwa [atu
woman

me

know

hupiatukitu}.

that sing-sub

'The woman who is singing knows me. '
(94)

Tangummu [nu pusikwatu} tuhuyanna kuttihantu.
man

me know-sub

deer-O

shoot-stv

'The man who knows me is shooting the deer. '
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Nawipi [atu nukkatu)
girl
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tsao napunitu.

that dance-sub good look-hab

'The girl (who is) dancing is good-looking.'
(96)

patukuntu [atu

paa

kuppantu mi'atu] tape

reflection that water in

go-sub

sun

hannihamminna akkutu.
there-through

catch-hab

'The reflection that was going into the water was
catching the sun there. '
(97)

Wa'ippua nuu pusikwa [akka
woman-O

I

know

nuhakkawitunna).

that-O make basket-sub-O

'I know the woman who is making baskets.'
(98)

Wa'ippua nuu pusikwa [akka
woman-O

I

know

hupiatukitunna].

that-O sing-sub-O

'I know the woman who's singing.
(99 )

,

nuu pusikwa [tuhuyanna u
know
that-O I
deer-O
it

Tangummi akka
man-O

kuttihanti) .
shoot-sub-O
'I know that man who is shooting the deer.'

(100)

Nuu atummin numi
I

pusikwa [naaiyangwitunna).

those-O Indian-O know

play handgame-sub-O

'I know those Indians playing handgame.'

(101)

Nuu tangummi [paappuh wunutunna]
I

man-O

tall

pusikwa.

stand-sub-O know

'I know the man who stands tall.'
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(102)

Wa'ippu [atu nu pusikwanna] hupiatuki utU.
woman
that my know-sub
sing
that
'The woman that I know is singing.'

(103)

Tuhuya [atu
deer

tangumming kuttippuh] tiyaitaihwa.

that man's

shoot-sub

died

'The deer that the man shot died.'
(104)

Tangummu [atu niam pusikwanna) tiyaitaihwa.
man
that my
know-sub
died
'The man that I know died. '

(105)

Piiya [tammin
nipinna] tammi
muiyaingkunna.
beer
our(inc) drink-sub us(inc) make intoxicated
'The beer we are drinking is making us drunk. '

(106)

Wahattu naappuhantu sutungku [utungku kee
two
were
those
those
not
tammin
pusikwanna).
our(inc) know
'There were two of them whom we don't know.'

(107)

Nummu

wasuppia
tukkappuhantu [wa'ippuang
we(exc) mountain sheep-O ate
woman's

kuukkippuha).
cook-sub-O
'We ate the mountain sheep the woman cooked.'
(108)

Wa'ippu kuukkinna wasuppia
woman

cook

[tangummim
mountain sheep-o man's
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pakkappuha].
kill-sub-O
'The woman's cooking the mountain sheep the man
killed. '
On rare occasions, some verbs appear in relative clauses
without one of the subordinating suffixes (e.g., 109 and 110).
(109)

Wa'ippu [utu
woman

hupiatuki] nu pusikwanna.

that sing

me know

'The woman who is singing knows me. '
(110)

Hakami niyapa'i ... tangummu [epin
what

name-have

man

hereabouts

naammippuhantunna ukkwa]?
be-hab-past-O

that-O

'What is the name of ... the man who used to be
around here?'
In 110, even though there is no subordinating suffix, the
finite suffix -ppuhantu has assumed the objective (or
possessive) form -ppuhantunna.
As mentioned at the beginning of section 8.2, identical
reference in relative clauses means that the subject of the
relative clause is identical with the noun phrase being
modified by the relative clause (not that it's identical with
the subject of the superordinate clause).

Switch reference in

relative clauses means that the subject of the relative clause
is different from the noun phrase being modified.
Nevertheless, when a third person subject of a switch
reference relative clause is the same as the subject of the
superordinate sentence, it has special marking.

When the

switch reference subject is the same as the higher subject, it
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is marked with a third person possessive reflexive pronoun
instead of with one of the obviative demonstratives (i.e.,
with pun(nan) sg, puhin dl, or pummin pi: see section 4.2).
(111)

tuhannikatu [punnang kuttippuha

Wasuppia

mountain sheep-O butcher-sit

his own shoot-sub-O

mantu [watsikkatuhantu]].

toya

hide-sit-stv-sub

mountain in

'He is sitting butchering the mountain sheep that
he shot in the mountains [while he was] hiding.'
(112)

Wa'ippu [punnan

tupanna

tso'ippuha]

her own pinenut-O pick-sub-O

woman

tukummahanninna.
cook
'The woman is cooking the pinenuts that she
picked. '
(113)

Huuppiammu tukummahanninna [pummin
women

cook

tupanna

their own pinenut-o

tso'ippuha] tukkanna.
pick-sub-O

to eat

'The women are cooking the pinenuts they have
picked to eat. '
Most of the relative clauses in the sentences in 93-110
contain relative pronouns, although 94, 99-101, 105, 107-108,
and 110 do not.

In most situations the relative pronouns seem

to be optional (e.g., 114 and 115).

I do not know if there

are grammatical environments in which they are obligatory,
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except with the reflexives discussed in the preceding
paragraph.

A few other examples of relative clauses without

relative pronouns are given in 114-118.
(114)

Tuhuya [(atu)
deer

sakkan kuttippuh) tiyaitaihwa.

(that) that's shoot-sub

died

'The deer (that) that one shot died.'
(115)

Paa
water

[(utu)

pakatutu]

u

hannihanmminna.

(that) be pool-sub it catch-iterative

'The water that was in a pool was catching it.'
(116)

Piiya [nian nipinna] nu kammangkunna.
beer
my
drink-sub me be sick-make
'The beer I'm drinking is making me sick.'

(117)

Nummu tupanna
we

tukkanna [satumming kuukkippuha).

pinenut-o eat

those's

cook-sub-O

'We're eating the pinenuts they cooked.'
(118)

Wasuppia

nummu

tukkappuhantu [tangumming

mtn sheep we(exc) ate

man's

kuttippuha).
shoot-sub-O
'We ate the mountain sheep the man shot.'
In all of the examples so far, except 110, where a
relative pronoun is present it precedes the relative clause.
But, as 110 and the sentences in 119-121 illustrate, the
relative pronoun may also follow the relative clause, at least
sometimes. Furthermore, when a relative pronoun follows the
relative clause, sometimes it may be an (old information)
proximate demonstrative instead of an obviative demonstrative
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(e.g., 121; see 4.3 for the distinction between obviative and
proximate demonstratives).
(119)

Wa'ippua nuu pusikwanna [u
woman-O

I

know

hupiatuki utU].

her sing

that

'I know the woman who is singing.'
(120)

Hakaittu

wainnih naappuhantu satu [kuntu

what kind wine
Un

nipippuh

was

that

yesterday

atu]?

your drink-sub that
'What kind of wine was that that you were drinking
yesterday?'
(121)

Satu tangummu [nia pusikwatu satu)
that man

me

know-sub

that

naaiyangwikatutu.
play handgame-sit
'That man who knows me is sitting playing
handgame. '
In fact, a couple of examples have been recorded where
relative pronouns surround the relative clause, e.g., 122-123.
(122)

wa'ippu nia pusikwatu [utu
woman

me

know-hab

hupiatukitu utU].

that sing-sub

'The woman who is singing knows me.'

that
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Tangummu [atu
man
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naaiyangwitu

atu] nia

that play handgame-sub that me

pusikwatu.
know-hab
'The man who is playing handgame knows me.'
In 119, the relative pronoun utu, at the end of the relative
clause, is in the subjective case, and so does not even agree
in case with the objective case head noun wa'ippua, even
though an objective case subject, y, referring to her is used
with the subordinate verb.

Obviously, not all the conditions

governing relative clauses are understood.

What appear to be

postposed relative pronouns may really be manifestations of
the pronoun copy phenomena discussed in section 2.1.2.
From the examples already given, it may have become
evident that relative clauses need not be positioned in
immediate proximity to the head of the noun phrase they
modify.

Many relative clauses are right-dislocated, or

positioned at the end of the sentence, often with several
major constituents intervening between them and the head
(e.g., 93, 97-100, 107, 111, 117-118, 119, and 122).

Some

relative clauses are preposed before the head of the noun
phrase they modify (e.g., 124-128).

I have even recorded one

left-dislocated relative clause (e.g., 124).
(124)

[Wa'ippuang kuukkippuha] nummu tukkanna tupanna.
woman's

cook-sub-O

we

eat

pinenut-O

'We're eating the pinenuts the woman cooked. '
(125)

Wa'ippu kuukkinna [tangummim pakkappuha]
woman

cook

wasuppia.
mountain sheep-O

man's

kill-sub-O
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'The woman is cooking the mountain sheep the man
killed. '
(126)

[utuintu] etu

Kotto'enna ekkih.
here

heat-sub this boil

'This (which is) heating is boiling here. '
(127)

[Niam pusikwanna] sutu [paappuh wunutu]
my

know-sub

that

tall

tangummu

stand-sub man

utuu.
just
'It's just the tall (standing) man that I know.'
(128)

[Niam pusikwannal tsawun tangummu utu.
my

know-sub

good

man

that

'The good man I know is that one.'
In my data, most relative clauses follow heads of noun
phrases, with the majority of these occurring immediately
after the heads, but a good number are right-dislocated, and a
significant number are preposed.
Headless relative clauses are embedded in superordinate
noun phrases that lack head nouns.

Since the head noun is

missing, the relative clause itself functions as the noun
phrase constituent.

Several headless relative clauses are

illustrated in 129-133 and more follow in the discussion below
on oblique relatives (e.g., 145-150).
(129)

rUng kuputapputu okongkwantul
its long

yukkwi.

tongue-having do(dur)

'The one that has the long tongue will do it.'
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Nuu [un natukkanna] puhaikwantu'ih.
I
its be eaten-sub look for-going to
'I'm going to look for something to eat.'

(131)

Tsao [un
good

nukwinna].

his do-sub

'What he did is good.'
(132)

[Ukkwa

mumming

kahni ka katutunna sukkwa]

that-O you all's house at stay-O

that-O

teewingkunna sutu?
tell about
that
'Is he telling about (the one) who stays in you
all's house?'
(133)

Ukkwa

nuu puu

that-O I

rna

teewingkuppuhantu

emph him told about

[isapungkuppuan no'apukkangkutaippuha,]
dog's
make pregnant-cmplt-sub-O
numi
person-O

[on

no'apukkankutaippuha]

its make pregnant-cmplt-sub-O

'I told him about that, about (the one) the dog
got pregnant, about the person it got pregnant.'
Similar in function and meaning to headless relatives are
relative clauses with interrogative heads, as in 134-136.
(134)

Hakatu [mi'appuha] naammaa?
was
who
go-sub-O
'Who was it that went?'
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(135)

Hakaniyu [un

ce how

yukwippuha]?

its do-sub-O

'How was it done?'

(136)

Hakaniyu etu [pikkopu pa'a muhin
be how

this pick-up on

your(dl)

kunnoonnuwippuh]?
fire(wood)-haul-sub
'What about this (firewood) that you two brought
on the pick-up?'
Oblique relative clauses are those in an indirect
relationship with the head of the noun phrase being modified.
Typically, they begin with a postpositional phrase having a
pronominal object, as in 138-142 and 145-150, but they may
also have a noun as the Object of the postposition, as in 137.
The object of the postposition, whether pronoun or noun, is
coreferential with the head noun of the noun phrase being
modified in the higher clause.

(137)

Mitukkaanoa tuupukkangkunna [mitukkaano ma'i
Caucasian-O get angry about
tammi

caucasian

with

taona ka mi'atu'ippuha].

us(inc) town

to go-will-sub-O

'She got mad on account of the white man, the
white man with whom we could have gone to town.'
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nu tutsikkopii'ippuh]

nil wihi

it-with my cut(pl)-iterative-sub my knife
kuppakkuppuhantu.

'.,

broke
'My knife that I was cutting with" broke.'
(139)

[U

tukkwa nummin

it under

our(exc) sit(pl)-sub-O

samapitta u
cedar-O

nuunaahappuhaJ ukkwa
that-O

punikka nuu.

it see

I

'I see the cedar under which we were sitting.'
(140)

samapi utu
cedar

that

[u

tukkwa nummin

it under

nuunaahappuh]

our(inc) sit(pl)-sub

kuppakkuppuhantu.
broke
'The cedar under which we were sitting broke. '
(141)

[U

tukkwa nummin

it under

nuunaahappuh] utu

our(exc) sit(pl)-sub

samapi

that cedar

kuppakkuppuhantu.
broke
'The cedar under which we were sitting broke. '
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(142)

[Pun

tukkwa nummin

its own under
samapitta u

our(exc) sit(pl)-sub-O

punikka

that-O

nuu.

it see

cedar-O

nuunaahappuhaJ ukkwa

I

'I see the cedar under which we were sitting.'
(143)

Nuu u
I

[punnan

pusikwa (sukkwa)

it know

nin nawasuwukkiJ.

its own way be hunted

that-O

'I know the way in which (something) is hunted. '
'I know how to hunt.
(144)

[Puetusu

punnan

,

nin nummin

nukwippuhaj

long ago its own way our-(exc) do-O
nuu sukkwa teewitu'ih
I

miikkwa.

that-O tell about-will now

'Now I will tell about (that) the way in which we
used to do long ago. '
As examples 143-144 illustrate, the head of an oblique
relative clause may be semantically empty.

In 143 the head is

g (and optionally sukkwa as well), while in 144 it is sukkwa.
These pronominals do not have any reference in the two
sentences.

In 143, the verb in the headless relative clause

is in the passive voice, which indicates a lack of notional
subject in other kinds of subordinate clauses (see 8.2.3).
The object of the postposition in oblique relative
clauses is commonly the third person reflexive pun(nan)

'its

own', as in 142 and 146-150, particularly in headless oblique
relative clauses, as in 145-150. 6 When the head is present in
the sentence (e.g., 137-144), then g 'it' is perhaps more
common than pun (nan) ; g may also be used in headless
relatives, however (e.g., 145).

The difference between
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oblique relative clauses with pun (nun) and those with y has
not been determined yet.
(145 )

[umma

nu tutsikkopiippuh] kuppakkuppuhantu.

it-with my cut(pl)-sub

broke

'What I was cutting with broke. '
(146)

nu tutsikkoppii'ippuh]

ma

[Pum

ma

nuu

its own with my cut(pl)-iterative-sub with I
watsingku.
lose
'I lost what I was cutting with.'
(147)

[Pun

tukkwa nummin

its own under
u

nuunaahappuha] nuu

our(exc) sit(pl)-sub-O

I

punikka.

it see
'I see what we were sitting under.'
(148)

Nuu u
I

you-O

[punnan

ni

un

nangkawih] ummi

its own way your talk

you-O

tutiingwanna.
teach
'I am teaching you the way in which to talk
[= how to talk].'

( 149)

[Nummi
us (exc)

pum

pa'in naa] masu

its own on

be

ma pa'a.

that is it on

'Where we are is on that over there. '

'We live over there.

I
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(150)

pa'a
Nuu kee hakami utummi punni [pum
I
not somehow those-O see-dur its own on
utummin nuunaahanna]
those's sit(pl)-sub
'I don't see them somehow,

(nor) what they're

si tting on.'
A construction in Tumpisa Shoshone that gives thematic
prominence to major constituents is formed with the special
demonstratives built on the base -sun (i.e., isun, esun, asun,
usun, and masun; see section 4.3).

These demonstratives are

used to put major (nonverbal) constituents in focus or
contrast essentially like cleft constructions in English
(e.g., 151-156).

The constituent following the cleft

demonstrative is highlighted and the rest of the sentence is
taken as given information.

However, unlike the English

construction, when noun phrases are put in focus with the
cleft demonstratives the given information in the rest of the
sentence is not put in a subordinate clause (e.g., 151-154).
(151)

Esu

tuittsi

mummi

naiwekipituhantu.

this is young man you all-O woo-arrive-must
'This is the young man who must be coming to woo
you all. '
(152)

ummi ha petu

sutu, punnahapi asu

petu?

your Q daughter that wife's
that is daughter
'Is she your daughter, or is it that she's (your)
wife's daughter?'
(153)

suumootui suumootu tatsiumpi, usu
ten

ten

star

sutummu.

that is those

'There are ten; there are ten stars; it's those
that're the ones [I'm talking about].'
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wahattu tattungungku kikimmakinna

that is two

[kee tammin

men(dl)

come(dl)

pusikwanna]

not our(inc) know-sub
'There are two men coming down that we don't
know. '

'It's that two men are coming down that

we don't know.'
However, when constituents other than noun phrases are put in
focus with the cleft demonstratives, the given information in
the rest of the sentence is in a subordinate clause much like
a relative clause (e.g., 155 and 156).
(155)

Usu

supe'e

[ung kimmakippuh puu],

that is that time his come-sub

emph

ung kimmakippuh puu].
emph

[attu

through there his come-sub

'It was then that he came, that he came through
there! '
(156)

Isu

supe'e

[satummi

this is that time

kawai yukwitu].

those-poss rat-o go after-sub

'It was that time that they went after rats.'
However, these so-called cleft constructions are not exactly
like the relative clauses we have been looking at.

For

example, the subordinate clause in 156 is marked with present
participial -tun, which in relative clauses indicates
identical subject reference; and so, normally, relative
clauses in -tun have no overt subject.

But in 156, the

subject of the cleft clause, satummi, is present and obviously
not identical reference.

It is evident that a good deal more
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work needs to be done on both cleft constructions and relative
clauses.
8.2.3

Complement clauses

Complement clauses are embedded sentences that function
like noun phrases as subjects or objects in the superordinate
sentence.

In Tumpisa Shoshone, complement clauses may either

be finite or nonfinite.

In finite complement clauses, the

verb has normal inflection and the subject is in the
subjective case.

In nonfinite clauses, the verb usually has

one of the subordinating suffixes and the subject is not in
the sUbjective case.

In finite complement clauses, there are

no subordinating conjunctions or other kinds of marking
setting the complement clauses off.
Sentences with subject complement clauses are given in
157-165.

Sentence 157 is the only example recorded with what

appears to be a finite subject complement clause.

The verb

has the suffix -tun, which could be either finite or
subordinating; but since the meaning is habitual, which only
finite -tun has, and since the subject is in the sUbjective
case, 157 must be finite.
(157)

[Satu sunni

yukwitu] naammaa puu.

that that-like do-hab
was
emph
lIt really was that she would do (it)
like that. I
Other subject complement clauses in my data have either
of the two subordinating suffixes, infinitival -nna or past
participial -ppuh.

Infinitival -nna is used in the present or

with timeless truths (e.g., 158-163).

Participial -QPQh is

used in the past or past perfect (e.g., 164-165).

Subjects of

nonfinite subject complement clauses are always in the
possessive case (e.g., 162-165).

If there is no notional

subject present, then the subordinate verb must be in the
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passive voice formed with na- (e.g., 158-161; see 3.2.1.3).
If the object is not present and the subordinate verb is in
infinitival -nna, then the verb must be in the absolutive
voice formed with tu- (e.g., 162 and 163; see 3.2.1.4).
(158)

[Namaapuatunna] tsawinnuh.
be helped-sub

be good

'To be helped is good. '
(159)

[un

nanumi

'To help is good.'

namaapuatunna]

your relative-O be helped-sub

(sutu) tsawinnuh.
that

be good

'For your relatives to be helped is good.'
=

(160)

'Helping your relatives is good.'

Sutu tsawinnuh [un
that be good

nanumi

namaapuatunna].

your relative be helped-sub

'It's good for your relatives to be helped.'

= 'It's good to help your relatives.'
(161)

napakkanna]

[Noohinna

kee tsawinnuh.

something-O be killed-sub not be good
'For something to be killed is not good. '

= 'To kill something is not good.'
(162)

[Utummim tupakkannaJ kee tsawinnuh.
those's kill-sub

not be good

'For them to kill is not good.'
(163)

Kee tsawinnuh sutu [utummim tupakkanna].
not be good

that

those's kill-sub

'It' not good for them to kill.'
(164)

[Numi

utummim pakkappuh] kee tsawinnuh.

person-O those's kill-sub

not be good

'For them to have killed a person is not good. '
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(165)

Kee tsawinnuh (sutU)

[utummim pakkappuh).

not be good

those's kill-sub

that

'It's not good for them to have killed him.'
Subject complement clauses most often precede the main clause
verb, but they may also follow it (cf. 159 with 160, 162 with
163, and 164 with 165).

A subjective demonstrative may
optionally appear in the main clause as a pronoun copy
coreferential with the subject complement clause (e.g., sutu
in 159, 160, and 163).
Object complement clauses commonly occur in both finite
and nonfinite forms, and both kinds may appear before or after
the superordinate verb. Examples of finite complement clauses
that appear before the superordinate verb are given in 166
171.

In 166-170, the subject of the complement clause is the

same as that of the superordinate verb and so is not repeated
in the complement clause.

In 171, from the "Coyote's

Daughters" text, the subject of the complement clause is
different from that of the higher clause, but the subject
doesn't appear overtly, since it is old information.
(166)

Nuu [sunni
I

nukwitu'ih] suwanna.

that way do-will

think

'I think I'll do that.'
(167)

Nuu [summi yukwitu'ih) suwanna.
I

thus

say-will

think

'I think I'll say something.'
(168)

Nuu [hipikwantu'ih)
I

suwanna.

drink-go to-will think

'I think I'll go drink.'
(169)

Nuu [tukkatu'ih) suwakka.
I

eat-will

think about

'I'm thinking about eating.'
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Antsi [miakwantu'ih] suwakka
Angie

go-going to

[Tumpisakkatu] .

think about Death valley-to

'Angie is thinking about going to D@ath Valley.
(171)

[Ke

tammangkantu] u

not tooth-have

I

punikka setu.

it s@e-stv this

'She saw that he didn't have a tooth.'
The complement clauses in the sentences in 172-178 are
finite and occur after the superordinate verb, and they all
have subjects different from the higher clause.

A number of

verbs (e.g., nasuntamah 'remember' in 172-175) usually have an
object pronominal preceding them, which is coreferential with
the objective complement clause following them.
(172)

Nuu sukkwa nasuntama [tangummu tuhuyanna
I

that-O remember

man

deer-O

pakkappuhantu]
killed
'I remember that the man killed the deer.'
(173)

Nuu sukkwa nasuntama [tuhuya napakkahwappuh] .

I

that-O remember

deer

be killed

'I remember that the deer got killed.'
(174)

Nuu sukkwa nasuntama [satummu wasuwukkippuhantu].
that-O remember
those
I
hunted
'I remember that they hunted. '

(175)

Nuu sukkwa nasuntama [tammu

hipittaippuhantu].

I
that-O remember
we(inc) got drunk
'I remember that we got drunk. ,
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(176)

uu

kee sumpanaisi [satu wihnu niam petu].

you not know-neg

that then

my

daughter

'You didn't know then that she was my daughter.'
other verbs (e.g., puni" 'see' in 171) may have a preceding
pronominal coreferential with the complement clause, but the
complement clause may precede the pronominal or follow the
verb (cf. 171 and 177).
(177)

Nuu punikkappuhantu [tuhuya napakkahwa].
I

saw

deer

be killed

'I saw the deer get killed.'
still other verbs (e.g., nangkah 'hear' in 178) have a direct
object that is coreferential with the subject of the
complement clause.
(178)

Nuu wa'ippua nangkaha [sutu (naangka)
I

woman-O

hear

that

make noise

hupiatuki].
sing
'I hear the woman (making noise) singing.'
The sentences in 179-187 all contain object complement
clauses embedded in superordinate clauses with verbs of saying
or telling.

In 179-182, the object complement clauses are

indirect quotes.

Indirect quotes nearly always precede the

superordinate verb of saying or telling, and usually the verb
is preceded by the quotative particle mii.
(179)

[[Un tuappu un natammupia tsakkuppatai]
his son
his car-O
wrecked
u

punikka] mii

it see-stv

yukwippuhantu.

quot said
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'He said he saw his son wreck his car.'
( 180)

[Urn

pupuammu] mii yukwimminna.

his cousins

quot say-iterative

'He used to say they're his cousins.'
( 181)

[Urn

pi.i.nnahapi naahi satu] mii

his wife

might that

yuingki.i.nna.

quot say to

'Shei said to [us] that sheii might be his wife. '
(182)

[Kunnoohwantu'ih]

mii

yukwippuhantu sutu.

fire(wood)-haul-will quot said

that

'He said he was going to haul firewood.'
Sentence 179 contains two object complement clauses, one
embedded in the main clause as object of the verb
yukwippuhantu and the other embedded below that as object of
the verb punikka.
The object complement clauses in 183-187 are all direct
quotes.

As with indirect quotes, direct quotes virtually

always precede the superordinate verb, and the verb is
normally preceded by quotative mii.
(183)

["NU kee yuhukunnappi.i.hpa'intu, ni.i.i.i. sattu
I

not stove oil-have

pange mi'a,"] mii
up

go

I

there-through

yi.i.kwippi.i.hantu Tseekki.

quot said

Jake

'"I don't have any stove oil; I'm going
up through there (to get some) ," Jake said.'
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(184)

[IIHinna punikkatutu sapa'a uu, hinna punikkatu?"]
what
mii

hang around there

you what

hang around

yuingkunna Danan.

quot say to

Don

'"What are you hanging around there for, what are
you hanging around for?" Don said to (him).'
(185)

["VU

paapa'i,

UU

pai

akka

hanninna,"]

you water-have you water-O that-O gather
akka

mii

yukwingkunna.

that-O quot say to
'''You have water, you (can) gather that water," he
said to that one.'
( 186)

["Kee paakantu

nuu,"] mii

yukkwi

setu.

quat say-dur this

not water-have I

'''I don't have any water," this one was saying.'
(187)

["Tuttsuppuh nuu mummi
bad

I

you all-O feel [= dislike]

numuppuammi, "] mii
Indians-O

suwangkunna

yukwikkinna sutu tsuattamappu.

quot say

that cop

'"I don't like you Indians," that cop said.'
Direct and indirect quotes are not formally distinguished
except by the pronouns used in the complement clause.

For

example, if 179 were a direct quote, then the first un 'his'
would have been nu or nian 'my' instead; also, in 180, urn
would have been nu or niam.
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Nonfinite object complement clauses are given in 188-198.
Although they more commonly occur before the superordinate
verb, they may also follow it (e.g., 189a and 198; cf. 189b).
Verbs in identical reference object complement clauses, like
those in 188-194, are marked with infinitival -nna (e.g., 189
191), intentional -mmi (e.g., 192-194), or no suffixation at
all (e.g., 188).7
(188)

Nuu [nukka / hupiatuki] pusikwatu.
I

dance

sing

know-hab

'I know how to dance/sing. '
(189) a.

Nuu [wasuwukkinna] pusikwatu.
I

hunt-sub

know-hab

'I know how to hunt.'
b.

Nuu pusikwatu nuu [wasuwukkinna].
I

know-hab

I

hunt-sub

'I know how to hunt.'
(190)

Nuu [sosoni
I

nangkawinna] nuu pusikwatu.

Shoshone speak-sub

I

know-hab

'I know how to speak Shoshone.'
(191)

Nuu [hipinna]
I

(nuu) tsao suwangkunna.

drink-sub I

good feel about [=like]

'I like to drink.'
(192)

Nuu [tukkatu'immi] suwakka.
I

eat-will-sub

think about

'I'm thinking about eating.'
(193)

Nuu [rna kuttihimmi]
I

suwakka.

it shoot-dubitative-sub think about

'I think I might shoot it.'
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(194)

[Kottoonnumputtsia rna kuppa tukitu'immi]
put-will-sub
it in
fire burner-O
nuu suwappuhantu [U
thought

I

h~pimmippuh].

kuppa

lie-iterative-sub

it in

'I thought I would put a fire burner in it
so he could sleep in it.'
Embedded within the object complement clause in 194 is another
clause that has been thrown to the end of the entire sentence.
Some switch reference object complement clauses are
illustrated in 195-198.

They are marked with present

participial -tun (e.g., 195 and 198), intentional -mmi (e.g.,
197), and apparently even temporal -ka

~

-ha (e.g., 196),

although the latter may actually be a time clause.
(195)

Nuu [kunna

wayantunna] punikka nuu.

firewood burn-sub-O

I

see

I

'I see firewood burning.'
(196)

[Nia miakwaha]
me

tsao suwangkuppuhantu.

go away-sub good felt [= liked)

'He liked me leaving.'

= (?)
(197)

'He liked it when I left.'

Nuu [sutummi kimmammi] yukwingkuppuhantu.
I

them

come-sub

'I told them to come.'

told
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Nuu summi un
I

thus
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niingkuppuhantu [kee

you-O told

hipikkantu

SOlO

not so much

wainnihaj.

drink-stv-sub wine-O
'I told you not to drink so much wine. '

Auxiliary verbs are appended to preceding verb stems to
form compound verbs; then inflectional suffixes are added only
to the auxiliary (see 3.1.5).

The use of certain auxiliary

verbs provides a productive mechanism by which object
complement clauses can be collapsed with superordinate clauses
to form a single clause instead of two.

Some auxiliaries used

in this way are -mmuih 'can't', suwah 'want to', tukin 'start
to', and tunga 'tell to, order to'.

Technically speaking, the

auxiliary in the compound would be the superordinate verb, and
the verb to which the auxiliary is appended would be the
subordinate verb.

However, verb-pIus-auxiliary compounds

function like single verbs, and the clauses in which they
occur function like single clauses, not like a sentence with
an embedded complement clause.

All of the verb-pIus-auxiliary

compounds, except tunga, display identical reference in that
both the auxiliary and the preceding verb stem share the same
subject.
(199)

Tangummu tokkopiimmuiha kunna
man

kuttaampi.

chop-can't-stv firewood hard.

'The man can't chop the firewood, it's hard.'
(200)

Nuu nu pantsa puhaimmuiha.
I

my shoe

look for-can't-stv

'I can't find my shoe.'
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(201)

Nuu tipingasuwaha
noohinnattsia.
I
ask about-want-stv something(O)-diminutive-O

'I want to ask about a little something.'
(202)

Hinna

UU

hipisuwanna?

what(O) you drink-want
'What do you want to drink?'
(203)

piiya hipittukintu'ih.
Tammu
we(inc) beer drink-start-will
'We'll/Let's start drinking beer.'

(204)

Nuu nu pantsa puhaituki.
I
my shoe
look for-start
'I started to look for my shoe.'

with tunga, however, the situation is different.

The

grammatical subject of the sentence is the notional subject of
tunga.

The grammatical object is both the indirect object of

tunga and the notional subject of the verb stem preceding
tunga.
(205)

Nuu ma
I

mi'atungappuhantu.

him go-told

'I told him to go. '

(206)

Nuu sakka
I

ummi

tusuwatunganna.

that-O you-O pay-tell

'I'm telling him to pay you.'
(207)

Wa'ippu punnang kuhmattsia wasuwukkitunganna.
woman

her own husband-O

hunt-tell

'The woman's telling her husband to hunt.'
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Finally, I should mention that several kinds of
constructions with object complement clauses, which are very
common in European languages, simply do not occur in Tumpisa
Shoshone.

These are constructions like:
I think/believe [someone does/did X]
I hope [someone does/did X]
I want [someone to do X]

In Tumpisa Shoshone, the notional equivalents of the first two
constructions would be single clauses with adverbs, as in 208
and 209, respectively.
(208)

Nootunga sutummu kahni kuppa naammaa.
maybe

those

house in

were (incmplt)

'Maybe they are/were in the house. '

= 'I think/believe they are/were in the house.'
(209)

Noowitsa

u

kuttih satu.

hopefully it shoot that
'Hopefully, he'll shoot it.'

= 'I hope he'll shoot it.'
There is no direct equivalent of the third construction; the
closest would be with a verb of telling instead of wanting, as
in 197-198 and 205-207.

Thus, instead of saying 'I want

someone to do something', one would say something like

'I

told/will tell someone to do something'.
Notes to Chapter 8
1. Examples of concatenated sentences are found throughout
the texts in chapter 10. As with traditional punctuation
convention, a period is used to mark the boundaries between
concatenated sentences, the period being a visual marker of
falling intonation and a pause. Paragraphs are used when in
the texts there is a change of topic, usually accompanied
verbally by a rather lengthy pause of up to several seconds.
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2.
Compare 42 with the similar sentence in 33 where n is used
as the conjunction instead of tunga. N only precedes the last
conjunct, thus conforming with the English constructions from
whence it came.
3.
In transformational terms, the subject of the subordinate
clause is omitted under EQUI-NP Deletion.
4.
Subordinate clauses throughout section 8.2 are enclosed
in brackets [ ... ].
5.

Obviative demonstratives built on the demonstrative base

i- 'this right here' (i.e., itu, itungku, and itummu) have not
been recorded as relative pronouns.
In the examples in this
section, relative pronouns have been enclosed within the
brackets surrounding relative clauses, since they function as
pronouns in the relative clauses. However, this is somewhat
misleading in that they function simultaneously as
demonstratives in the superordinate clause. Thus, the
demonstrative relative pronouns are a bridge between the
higher and lower clauses, since they have a function in both.
6.
Note that pun (nan) does not have the same function in
oblique relatives as it does in direct (= nonoblique)
relatives, where it indicates that the subject of a switch
reference relative clause is the same as the subject of the
main clause (see earlier discussion in this section).
7. Although main clause subjects may be repeated and surround
identical reference object complement clauses (e.g., 189b,
190, and 191), they are not treated as constituents of the
complement clauses themselves. This is in keeping with the
fact that all other kinds of identical reference clauses do
not have overt SUbjects.

